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Autonomic dysreflexia is an important clinical diagnosis that requires prompt treatment to avoid devastating complications. The condition may present itself to all members of medical and surgical specialties, who may not be accustomed to treating it. It is the clinician’s responsibility to have a basic understanding of the pathophysiology of the condition and the simple steps required to treat it.

Autonomic dysreflexia (AD) is a condition of uncontrolled sympathetic response secondary to a precipitant, that generally occurs in patients with injury to the spinal cord at levels of T6 and above. AD is important on two accounts. Firstly, because of the lack of awareness of the condition among healthcare workers, and secondly because of fatal complications that may ensue in the affected patient. Simple steps ensure prevention, early recognition, and treatment in patients.

INCIDENCE AND ASSOCIATIONS OF AD
It remains unclear as to how common AD is among spinal cord injury (SCI) patients, however it is probable that between 50% and 70% of patients with lesions at or above T6 experience symptoms of AD. Nevertheless, it has certainly been reported in patients with lesions lower than this. Patients with both complete and incomplete lesions are affected, however it is thought that symptoms are less common and less severe in the latter group. While the commonest association of AD is SCI, it may also result from non-traumatic causes, such as spinal cord tumours or after neurosurgery above the level of T6. It may also be secondary to medical conditions such as multiple sclerosis. AD may also coexist with other rarer causes of hypertension, for example catecholamine secreting tumours, which may in turn be solely responsible for symptoms in patients with SCI, falsely presenting as AD. While AD is more common in patients with chronic SCI, those with high and complete lesions may also be at risk during the acute phase of SCI.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF AD
The most prominent component of an AD episode is a dramatic rise in blood pressure. Numerous theories have been proposed to explain this phenomenon. Most of these involve an element of aberrant sympathetic nervous system overactivity. Normal regulation of sympathetic output from the spinal cord is modulated by input from the higher centres; after SCI this input is lost, and spinal circuits alone are responsible for sympathetic activity at and below the lesion level. The acute period after SCI is generally characterised by hypotension and bradycardia. After this period, depending on the level and severity of lesion, exaggerated reflexes are established that can lead to the symptoms of AD. These changes are thought to occur because of synaptic re-organisation, and a reduction in gliosis around the pre-synaptic sympathetic neurones. The basis for the AD response seems to be related to an exaggerated reaction of sympathetic pre-ganglionic neurones to afferent stimuli, however the part that spinal interneurones play has yet to be determined. The reason that AD is a feature of lesions at or above the T6 level is that the splanchnic circulation then becomes involved in this sympathetic overactivity. Because of this “autonomic imbalance”, splanchnic and peripheral vasoconstriction, ensue. Compensatory mechanisms to reduce the hypertension secondary to parasympathetic activity are used above the level of the lesion, hence patients experience sweating, nasal congestion, and flushing.

SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS OF AD
The symptoms and signs associated with AD are mainly explained by the putative mechanisms discussed above. Despite this, the presentation may be very different in individual patients. Essentially symptoms and signs of AD result from the predominant parasympathetic excitation above the level of injury, and sympathetic excitation below the level of injury. Variation in the presentation of the disorder makes the definition of AD as a syndrome difficult. Diagnostic clinical criteria have been suggested.
however, that comprise of an increase in systolic blood pressure by at least 20%, and one of the following: sweating, chills, cutis anserine (‘goose flesh’), headache, or flushing. It must however be borne in mind that a SCI patient is likely to have a resting blood pressure lower than that of people without SCI. Other common symptoms include nasal congestion (secondary to vasodilatation), malaise and nausea (secondary to parasympathetic/vagal effect), blurring of vision, and increased spasms. Headache is one of the commonest symptoms of AD, and may result from both vasodilatation and hypertension. Rarely, intracranial hypertension may even initiate seizures, and, if left untreated, intracranial haemorrhage. The cardiovascular responses associated with AD are complex and variable. Although it is often suggested that bradycardia is a common finding during an episode, the response again varies between people. While the physiological baroreceptor response to the abnormal hypertension should be to increase parasympathetic activity, thus reducing heart rate, this is not always the case—tachycardia is not an uncommon finding.

**PRECIPTANTS OF AD**

The diagnosis of AD should immediately alert the practitioner to the presence of a reversible and potentially life threatening underlying cause.

**Genitourinary**

One of the commonest precipitants of AD is bladder distension, which alone can account for up to 85% of episodes. Bladder distension may result from a number of causes, most of which are easily reversed. Blocked or kinked indwelling urinary catheters are one of the commonest causes; these situations can easily be rectified by flushing the catheter lumen or by repositioning, respectively. Urinary tract infection, common in SCI patients, is another precipitant, and should be treated appropriately. Given the complex urological issues surrounding SCI patients, interventional procedures are common. Practitioners should therefore be aware of the dangers of the whole range of urological interventions. Catheterisation alone may precipitate AD. Urodynamic studies, cystoscopy, and interventional procedures for calculi, such as percutaneous nephrolithotomy or shock wave lithotripsy may all lead to an episode of AD. Assisted ejaculation is used in SCI male patients for retrieval of sperm for self or in vitro insemination for conception. This may be performed by either by penile vibratory stimulation, or electroejaculation with rectal stimulators; both of these procedures should be considered as risk factors for AD. Reflex erections and sexual activity in itself may also lead to episodes of AD. Female patients are also at a higher risk of AD during pregnancy; studies have additionally highlighted the relative frequency of AD during the stages of labour, and clearly obstetricians should be alert to this complication.

**Gastrointestinal**

The second commonest group of causes of AD in SCI are gastrointestinal problems, including faecal impaction and rectal distension. Anorectal conditions such as haemorrhoids and fissures may also be precipitants. In parallel to urological procedures, gastrointestinal procedures should be alert to the diagnosis of AD during investigative interventions such as proctoscopy and sigmoidoscopy. AD can occur despite the use of topical anaesthesia in these circumstances. General surgical conditions of the abdominal organs, such as appendicitis, gastro-oesophageal reflux, and peptic ulceration should also be considered where no other obvious cause exists.

**Musculoskeletal**

The combination of skeletal instability and disuse osteoporosis in SCI predisposes patients to fractures. Such fractures (particular spinal) may also be the underlying cause of AD in patients. In addition, dislocation of the hip (which may be occult) can also lead to AD. Another complication of SCI is heterotopic ossification, which has also been linked to the onset of AD.

**Others**

It must be considered that AD could be related to any noxious stimulus below the level of injury. Thus common problems of skin ulceration and breakdown, or even comparatively minor conditions such as ingrowing toenails should be sought as a cause for the condition.

**PREVENTION OF AD**

Perhaps the most important aspect of the management of AD is the prevention. Structured patient education should be provided during the initial period of rehabilitation, and readily available support thereafter. Equally healthcare professionals of all disciplines should be aware of the potential problems in susceptible people. As the main causes of AD are related to the urinary tract, avoidance of these complications has become a high priority in the prevention of AD. In addition, careful management of the urinary tract in SCI prevents renal deterioration. Patients with cervical or thoracic SCI commonly have uninhibited detrusor contractions, termed neurogenic detrusor overactivity, and detrusor-sphincter dyssynergia. These combined, result in high residual volumes, urinary tract infections, vesico-ureteric reflux, calculi formation, and ultimately renal scarring and impairment. The goals of urinary tract management in SCI are firstly to ensure low pressure filling of the bladder (usually by means of anticholinergic drugs), and secondly to permit low pressure effective emptying (usually by means of intermittent catheterisation). Hence simply by managing the urinary tract effectively, complications such as overdistension, infection, and calculi may be prevented in the first
instance. This regimen may not be appropriate in all patients with AD because, for example, of problems such as poor upper limb function or intolerance to medication. Under these circumstances, alternative such as division of the external urethral sphincter,\(^1\)\(^3\)\(^4\) injection of urethral stents,\(^5\)\(^6\) balloon dilatation, or pharmacological agents. These invasive interventions, such as urethral stent insertion, may themselves precipitate AD.\(^7\) One further approach that has been useful in the abolition of AD episodes is the combination of sacral anterior root stimulator and posterior rhizotomy.\(^8\) This system permits low pressure filling and on demand emptying in patients implanted with the device. Other potential causes of AD include problems such as rectal distension, or skin ulceration. Clearly, strategies aimed at bowel care, and the avoidance of skin damage, will contribute towards preventing an episode of AD.

THE PHARMACOLOGICAL PROPHYLAXIS OF AD

As discussed above, the diagnosis of recurrent AD should prompt the clinician to search for an underlying cause. With this in mind, there are some data suggesting that \(\alpha\)

adrenoceptor blockers such as terazosin,\(^9\)\(^10\) or prazosin\(^11\) may be beneficial in the prophylaxis of AD. For SCI patients undergoing surgery, careful consideration of anaesthetic should be observed, and general or spinal anaesthesia may be appropriate in AD susceptible people.\(^12\) Whether to provide prophylaxis during more minor procedures is again a contentious issue. For example, AD complications during electro-ejaculation may be reduced by nifedipine pre-treatment,\(^13\) yet local anaesthetic jelly may not have such an effect during ano-rectal procedures.\(^14\)

TREATMENT OF ACUTE AD

Despite AD being a potentially life threatening event, the management principles of AD remain comparatively straightforward. Early recognition of AD is important; many patients will be familiar with the initial symptoms of headache, flushing, and sweating, however patients nearer to the acute phase of SCI will be less aware. Unless the situation is easily resolved, it will require at least two people to manage the condition. It may be appropriate for patients who are susceptible to AD to carry emergency medical cards giving a short summary of causes and treatment, which may assist medical practitioners in the acute management of the condition. The first step of treatment, regardless of the cause, is to sit the patient upright, thus producing an orthostatic decrease in blood pressure. Restrictive clothing such as tight belts should be removed, and blood pressure closely monitored. Once these initial steps have been taken, a search for a reversible precipitant should be sought. If the patient has an indwelling catheter in situ, the drainage bag and catheter should be inspected. If the catheter is blocked, and does not flush it should be changed with the aid of local anaesthetic jelly. If the patient does not have an indwelling catheter in place, for example if they use a regimen of intermittent catheterisation, the bladder should be palpated and, if distended, a urethral catheter passed. If the above steps do no resolve the issue, and the patient remains hypertensive and symptomatic, then the rectum should be examined and emptied by gentle insertion of a gloved finger, lubricated in anaesthetic jelly. These steps will resolve most cases. If neither the bladder nor the bowels seem to be the source of the problem, then alternative triggers such as skin ulceration or musculoskeletal disturbance should be sought. This should not preclude the course of emergency treatment, however. Pharmacological treatment of acute AD remains a somewhat contentious issue, and there is a clear lack of randomised controlled data on its role. One of the most commonly used oral hypotensive agents is the calcium antagonist nifedipine.\(^15\)\(^16\)\(^17\) In our institution this is given sublingually, however others use a “bite and swallow” technique.\(^18\) Alternative treatments include sublingual or topical nitrates, which should be avoided in those patients taking sildenafil (Viagra). Emerging agents used in acute episodes include sublingual captopril.\(^19\) Other useful drugs include hydralazine or diazoxide, which are given intravenously.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (TRUE (T)/FALSE (F); ANSWERS AT END OF REFERENCES)

1. Epidemiology of AD:

(A) Patients with lesions below the level of T6 commonly have symptoms.

(B) AD only occurs in patients with traumatic spinal cord injury.

(C) Patients with incomplete spinal cord injury can be affected.

(D) Tetraplegics are rarely affected.

2. Common signs and symptoms of AD include:

(A) Nasal congestion

(B) Hypertension

(C) Tachycardia

(D) Skin flushing above the level of the lesion

3. Pathophysiology of AD:

(A) AD is caused by reduced reflex activity after synaptic re-organisation.

(B) Autonomic imbalance leads to splanchnic vasoconstriction.

(C) Parasympathetic activity increases above the level of the lesion.

(D) Goosebumps can be found below the level of the lesion.

---

**Key references**

(4) Management

(A) The first stage of treatment is oral nifedipine.
(B) Lying down cases the symptoms of AD.
(C) 150 mm Hg systolic blood pressure is normal in patients with SCI.
(D) Radiographs have no place in the management of AD.

(5) Management

(A) Death may occur due to AD.
(B) Terazosin can be used as a longer term treatment of AD.
(C) Good bowel care may reduce the incidence of AD.
(D) Spinal anaesthesia is contraindicated in SCI.
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